
Where Sky Meets the Sea was one of four field-trips led by local artists. As Sharon 
Nowlan’s work naturally begins with a walk on the beach so did this adventure. 
Collecting stones participants constructed a large beach drawing. Afterwards the 
result was uploaded to the World Beach Project and online datablase of beach-art 
hosted by the Victoria and Albert Museum (London).  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
FIELD REPORT 
 
 
We meet Sharon in the parking lot of the beach. She looks like a beach veteran: 
tan and happy under a wide-brimmed sun hat. She's been collecting beach 
pebbles forever, she says, creating one-of-a-kind artworks that sell in shops across 
Nova Scotia and on Etsy.  
 
Her pebbles normally sit in frames and under glass but today she wants us to help 
her create something together. Both Mary MacDonald (curator) and Sharon have 
been discussing submitting today's project for the World Beach Project, an 
interactive, worldwide collection of beach artworks created by anyone, anywhere. 
 
Sharon's ready and so are we. Fueled by her cooler filled with ice tea and water we 
start down the wooden boardwalk to the beach that has carried thousands of 
tourists, families, and friends down to the popular Waterside Beach located off of 
the Sunrise Trail in Pictou County, Nova Scotia. 
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She knows what she is looking for. A perfect piece of unblemished beach. Hard to 
find in a place where people, dogs, birds, and other wildlife roam free. We drop 
our things and surround a perfect rectangle. Then we laugh when one of our own 
walk right through it. No big deal. Some of us drop to our knees and start creating 



our space, removing bits of seaweed, pebbles, wood, and smoothing the surface. 
Transforming it into an earthen canvas. 
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We start to get curious looks from the nearby groups. How strange our group 
must look. Staring intently, pointing and discussing a strange, seemingly random 
spot on the sand. To onlookers we must look like people sure of unearthing pirate 
treasure.  
 
Sharon passes around pictures of other World Beach Projects and then shows us 
a sketch of a medallion that we will try to create. Circular patterns within a larger 
circle, complete with spokes connecting inner circles to larger circles. Oozing with 
symmetry.  
 
Now it's time to collect. Every project of Sharon's starts with collection. How does 
her poor back survive such process? She passes out plastic baggies and instructs us 
to pick up whatever we want. Just pick up similar things, similar shape and with 
similar colour. 
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Our group is growing. More people have found us and have begun listening in, 
observing, and helping. The onlookers must think they have it figured out - Ahh! 
It's a scavanger hunt! 
 

I decide to look for small, circular grey pebbles. And then I laugh – aren't they all 
grey? When you get closer down you do see variation in the colours. People 
announce they are collecting brown, white, peach-coloured, etc. I fill my bag 
slowly and vow the next bag will be filled with BIG rocks.  
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I imagine what Sharon's studio must look like. She must have little bins and 
containers filled with pebbles of different shapes, colours, and sizes. Is it chaotic 
with pebbles spilling everywhere or is she overly organized with rows and rows? I 
imagine a good system would be using something like what carpenters use for 
nails and screws. Those cute little bins with drawers.  
 
Collecting pebbles is kind of boring after a while. The mind drifts. Sharon isn't 
really collecting pebbles. She's moving around us, chatting and encouraging. I bet 
she is enjoying having all these worker-bees. I wonder if she pretends she's taking 
her kids to the beach and then makes them collect pebbles all day. That's what I 
would do. I wonder if her kids even like going to the beach? 
 
Back to work. She calls us together and we dump our little collections and 
everyone ohhs and ahhs about how there really are different colours and shapes to 
be found. A few people have collected similar things and so they merge their 
collections. We've created our own artist's palette for sure. A place to start. 
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The medallion has been sketched with lines in the sand and we start to envision 
filling in the circles, covering the lines and making it look like something else. I 
hope it looks good. My back hurts. The group begins to move from collecting to 
careful placement. 
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The medallion begins to take shape and the conversation changes. Big 
discussions about the possibility of adding shells or maybe seaweed too help 
distinguish the medallion from the rest of the beach. But it soon becomes 
unnecessary. The pebbles are enough. We cover line after line and fill the circles. 
It's extremely meditative and collegial. Strangers are reaching over each other and 
share in the simple tasks. Conversation is easy. We communally wonder about the 
high tide mark. How long will it last? Or what about the medallion itself? Does it need 
to be framed somehow on the beach? Will we fill in the whole medallion or will some 
sand remain? 
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In the end the afternoon ends as it begun – trudging through hot sand and 
gathering another ice tea off the boardwalk. I'm tempted to look back after the 
last one of us leaves to see the curious, shy onlookers get up off their beach 
towels and finally take a look at pirate treasure. And even more curious to see if 
they'd add to it in their own way. After all, it's no one person's project. No one can 
take it home and no one can purchase it. Working physically with the land, as 
Mary said at the beginning, is as here and now as it gets. Sharon's pebbles remind 
us that the land, our place, help guide what we work on and work towards.  
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- field report by Anna Kate Newman 
 


